
and the index. Additional minor weaknesses in the book concern the illustra-
tions. The size and detail of these reproductions are often not adequate to view
properly the images of the books and artwork discussed in the text.

Taking into account these limitations,Dreaming on the Edgemay still be of as-
sistance to literary, historical, and cultural students and scholars interested in
California as well as special collections librarians and bookdealers working with
these materials. For private as well as institutional collectors, elements of
Johnston’s survey will be particularly useful when considering possible acquisi-
tions. While not an exact model to be copied, this survey can serve as an inspi-
ration to researchers studying and documenting printing history and the book
arts in other states and regions of the United States and beyond.

Kearney, Patrick J., and Neil J. Crawford, The Private Case: A Supplement. Notes
Towards a Bibliography of the Books that Used to be in the Private Case of the
British (Museum) Library. Berkeley, CA: Ian Jackson, 2016. 148 pp. $35.00.
(ISBN: 978-1-9447-6932-1).

Reviewed by Patrick Spedding

Although Patrick Kearney has published on his Scissors & Pastewebsite (http:
//scissors-and-paste.net/) a number of very useful bibliographies of publishers,
collectors, and library collections of erotica, his 1981 bibliography of the British
Library’s “Private Case” collection is probably his best-known work among book
historians. Prompted by Peter Fryer’s 1966 exposé of the British Library’s long-
secret, uncatalogued erotica collection (Private Case–Public Scandal), Kearney’s
work remains the most reliable guide to the contents of the collection as it now
stands. As the subtitles of Kearney’s Private Case and Supplement make clear,
however, whereas the former is a bibliography “of the private case erotica collec-
tion in” the British Library, the Supplement is an annotated bibliography of “the
Books that Used to be in the Private Case.” The shift from an account of what
is, to what was, in the collection is not a testament to the closure Private Case
and the desegregation of the books that were once in it—the fate of many of the
smaller private case collections for which we have records—nor is it a reflection
of the thirty-five-year-old research materials Kearney is drawing on. Rather, the
shift in tense brings to the fore an acknowledgement of the extent to which the
contents of the British Library’s Private Case have changed over time.

Patrick Spedding (Literary Studies, Monash University, Clayton, VIC 3800, Australia)
is a lecturer in English Literature and associate director of the Centre for the Book. His
survey of Private Case collections, The Foxcroft Lecture on Bibliography and Book History
for 2016, is forthcoming from the Ancora Press, Melbourne.
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Kearney’s Supplement has been beautifully typeset by Neil J. Crawford and—
like his Private Case—published in a limited edition. The Supplement provides
details of 956 items that were once held in the Private Case, plus details of fifty-
three items still in the Private Case today, which were omitted from Kearney’s
1981 bibliography. There is a brief introduction (7–19), explaining the origin of
this project and its relationship to his Private Case, and a postface (144–46), de-
tailing items known to have been lost or stolen from the collection. The bulk of
the items in this Supplement were initially identified by Kearney in the late 1970s
as a part of his investigation into gaps he noticed in the sequence of Private Case
pressmarks—an investigation that was substantially aided in 1978 by British Li-
brary staff sharing their “fourth copy [catalogue] cards” with him (7, 9). These
cards—British Library catalogue cards arranged in pressmark order—provided
details of items that had been moved out of the Private Case, including their
new pressmark location. Kearney examined only one quarter of these titles before
moving to America in December 1982, for details of the remainder he is indebted
to the British Library’s general catalogues, printed and online (18, 10). With the
assistance of British Library insiders such as John Goldfinch, he has now been
able to identify all but approximately thirty “fugitive Private Case entries” (10,
9), but Kearney acknowledges that his inability to conduct a physical examina-
tion of all of the titles he lists, or have a free range over the cases likely to contain
the remaining fugitives, have “taken their toll” on his Supplement (18).

In terms of arrangement, entries in The Private Case, but not this Supplement,
include a description of plates and illustrations, original publishers’ bindings,
plus (where possible) the provenance and date of acquisition. No explanation
is offered for the omission of these details, nor for the format or content of entries
in this Supplement. Where Kearney has expanded on his Private Case is in his
account of the various pressmarks individual titles have been given at the British
Library. While the need for this additional information is implicit in the func-
tion of the Supplement—to identify the destination of titles that were once, but
are no longer, in the Private Case—the information provided is greater than sim-
ply the original Private Case pressmark plus the present pressmark. The Supple-
ment also improves on The Private Case with the inclusion of cross-references to
pseudonyms throughout the author-title listing rather than in a separate index—
an arrangement criticised by reviewers of The Private Case. Though the indexing
remains incomplete, the incorporation of cross-references in this Supplement is
significantly more convenient to readers.

The most useful feature of Kearney’s Supplement is his account of changing
pressmarks. Many items have two prior pressmarks—there are eight under the
letter “A” alone—more than a dozen have three prior pressmarks, others have
four, five, or even six. So, for item 78 of the Supplement, Kearney provides a list
of five prior pressmarks plus the present pressmark, in the sequence: P.C.28.b.3;
Tab.603.b.31; P.C.27.a.23; 1461.e.11; P.C.18.b.11; Cup.363.cc.30. If these six loca-
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tions are in a chronological sequence, then the volume concerned was placed in
the PrivateCase and, on three separate occasions, removed from it and given three
different, alternative and less restrictive classifications. It is not clear whether the
peregrinations of item 78 is evidence of a “slapdash insouciance” on the part of
the British Library’s “mysterious and powerful” pressmark placers, which Peter
Fryer and Gershon Legman complained of in the 1960s, or a socially significant
indecision about how to classify an illustrated edition of a Latin poem on her-
maphrodites. Either way, it offers a clear example of the extent to which the
contents of the Private Case were fluid. Although he discusses instances of
pressmark reuse in his brief introduction (10–12), leaving the impression that
such reuse was short-lived, Kearney does not include a pressmark index in
his Supplement, so it is unfortunately not possible for readers to judge how fre-
quently and when pressmarks were reused.

Kearney explains that he “felt driven to [compile his Supplement] by my own
curiosity over what sorts of books had so shocked previous generations” (10):
that is, to satisfy his curiosity by offering a more comprehensive account of all
the books that are now, or were previously, locked up in the Private Case.
Readers who share Kearney’s curiosity will be disappointed that he did not in-
clude acquisition dates in the Supplement, as he had in his Private Case, and
that he does not attempt to trace Private Case items in earlier catalogues of the
collection—thereby providing dates which would indicate, albeit imperfectly,
when a book was placed in and removed from the Private Case (or returned
and removed again)—which might indicate, again albeit imperfectly,when a book
either shocked, or ceased to shock, previous generations.

It would be easy to compile a list of errors in Kearney’s Supplement. For ex-
ample, Kearney dates James Graham’s Guardian Goddess of Health (No. 371)
“[c. 1785]”—clearly repeating information from the British Library’s own past
cataloguing of this pamphlet—while ESTC suggests a date range of 1780–82
(T141037). Both Kearney and ESTC are “wrong,” in that Graham’s Guardian
Goddess of Health appears to have been first advertised in the Gazetteer and
New Daily Advertiser on 8 December 1780. Although Kearney is open about it
(18), his reliance on old cataloguing information is a concern. However, minor
corrections such as this are easily discovered by experts and, for many other
scholars, the dates offered by either Kearney or ESTC will be perfectly satisfac-
tory. What is not easily discovered, even by experts, are the ten Private Case
items that are still not recorded on the ESTC at all, and the dozen Private Case
items that are not recorded under existingESTC entries. Kearney’s Supplement is
the only source of information concerning these books, and provides many de-
tails missing from both the British Library’s catalogue and ESTC.

Catalogues of Private Case collections are uncommon and information con-
cerning the changes within those collections is even more so. Since Kearney’s
Supplement remains—notwithstanding the limits mentioned—both an attrac-
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tive and a useful book, it should be held in every serious library. The fact that this
investigation of the British Library’s sequestered collection, the contents of
which is still known to relatively few scholars, has been published in such a
way that may continue to limit access to information about the collection is more
than just a little ironic. But as many writers have suggested, part of the appeal of
researching historical erotica is the challenge represented by the combined dif-
ficulties of finding any information about books that were not openly written,
printed, published, sold, read, collected, catalogued, or disposed of.
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